An interaction potential for Ar-HF, which was recently determined from extensive spectroscopic data for the van der Waals dimer and which includes dependence on the HF vibrational state, has been used with accurate close-coupling molecular scattering calculations to predict line shape parameters for the pure rotational and the fundamental and first overtone vibrational bands ofHF in a bath of Ar. Agreement with experiment is good; in fact, considering inconsistencies among the experimental values, the theoretical values may be the more reliable. This confirms the accuracy of the Ar-HF interaction potential, including the dependence on the HF vibrational level which is sensitively probed by the line shift cross sections.
I. INTRODUCTION
The effects of collisions on spectroscopic line shapes in the gas phase have been studied for many years, both experimentally and theoretically. The quantum-mechanical theory of line shapes near line centers at relatively low pressures, where lines do not overlap, is well established: only completed collisions need to be considered, and width and shift cross sections may be expressed in terms of the scattering matrices (S matrices) of molecular collision theory.I-3 If the intermolecular potential is known, the S matrices may be calculated using either exact close-coupling (CC) calculations 3 or a variety of approximate quantum methods such as coupled states (CS)4 or semiclassical 5 approximations. The regions of validity of these approximations are now fairly well understood, and, in any case, recent advances in computer hardware have made closecoupling calculations affordable for many atom-molecule systems.
The main factor that limits the accuracy of line shape calculations is the intermolecular potential. For a few systems, such as He-C0 6 and He-H 2 ,7,8 very good results have been obtained using potentials from ab initio calculations. However, for heavier systems the ab initio potentials are much less reliable, and considerable effort has been put into determining empirical potential energy surfaces. Line shape experiments by themselves are not usually sufficient to determine the potential, and a variety of other properties have been used, including collisional properties such as transport and relaxation cross sections and molecular beam scattering results. However, collisional properties are highly averaged, and sample large parts of the potential simultaneously, making it difficult to obtain globally reliable potentials in this way.
A newer approach is to determine potential energy surfaces from the high-resolution spectra of van der Waals complexes. 9 - 17 The microwave spectra of such complexes allow the equilibrium geometry to be determined, while far-infrared and midinfrared spectra probe the intermolecular bending and stretching vibrations, which are sensitive to parts of the potential further from the minimum. Very detailed intermolecular potentials have been obtained from the spectra of prototype systems such as Ar-H 2 ,IO,l1 Ar_HCI, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] and Ar_H 2 0. 20 ,21 However, the spectroscopic data are principally sensitive to the potential in the well region, and do not contain much direct information about the repulsive wall, and it is the wall that is most important in determining collisional properties.
The empirical potentials were determined by fitting parameters in model functional forms to experimental data. Some care was taken to ensure that the potentials extrapolate sensibly onto the repulsive wall, and some features of the potential at short range were constrained on the basis of ab initio calculations. Nevertheless, it is very interesting to enquire whether the spectroscopic potentials are capable of reproducing collisional properties such as line shape cross sections. In pursuit of this objective, Green has carried out close-coupling calculations of line shapes for Ar-HCI 22 and Ar-H 2 0. 23 Calculations using the Ar-HCl H6( 3) potential 15 gave far-infrared linewidths and line shifts, including temperature dependence, in very good agreement with experiment: the cross sections were all within the experimental error bars except for the lowestfrequency line (J= 1 <-0) at the lowest temperatures studied, and even this disagreed by only 15%. Calculations using the Ar-H 2 0 A WI potential 20 also gave reasonable results, with width cross sections generally about 15% higher than experiment. For both these systems, improved intermolecular potentials based on van der Waals spectroscopy have since been published. 16 ,21
The Ar-HCl H6(3) and Ar-H 2 0 AWl potentials are effective potentials for Ar interacting with the molecule in its ground vibrational state. They thus do not contain the information needed to calculate line shifts in vibrationrotation spectra, which depend sensitively on the difference between potentials for different monomer vibrational states. The line shape calculations for Ar-HCI and Ar-H 2 0 were therefore restricted to the pure rotational bands of HCI and H 2 0. Until recently, the only systems for which the vibration dependence of the potential had been determined experimentally were the rare gas-H2 systems.
IO
,1l However, for Ar-H 2 , line shape calculations 24 based on the IT3 potential ll gave vibrational Raman linewidth cross sections in only moderate agreement with experiment, and line shift cross sections that were too small by almost a factor of 2. It was concluded 24 that the IT 3 potential did not accurately represent the vibrational dependence of the interaction at short range.
Recently, Hutson has determined new potentials for Ar-HF I9 and Ar-HCI 16 which include the dependence of the potential on the monomer vibrational state. The Ar-HF H6(4,3,2) potential l9 was fitted to spectroscopic data for 24 bands of Ar-HF and Ar-DF, and included measurements for states involving HF in its v=O, 1, and 2 states and DF in its v=O and I states. Ar-HF has a much deeper well than Ar-H2: the well depth is about 220 cm-I for HF (v = 0), and increases by almost 10% for HF (v =1). The H6(4,3,2) potential has subsequently been shown to be very accurate in predicting the spectra of new bands of the complex 2s ,26 and has also been shown to give good agreement with measured rotationally inelastic differential cross sections. 27 The purpose of the present paper is to investigate how well the potential reproduces the experimental linewidths and shifts in the pure rotation 28 and
vibration-rotation 2 9-33 spectrum of HF, using accurate quantum-mechanical calculations for the line shape cross sections. Earlier theoretical studies of line shapes in Ar_HF,34,3S which used semiclassical (classical path) calculations and simple empirical potentials, were unable to account for some important features of the experimental results. As will be seen below, the present calculations give satisfactory agreement with experiment, although improved experimental data would be very useful to make a more stringent comparison.
II. DETAILS OF CALCULATIONS
The interaction potential for a general atom-diatom system, V (R,e,x) , depends on the collision distance R, the angle of approach e, and the diatomic vibrational coordinate x. The full close-coupling formulation of collision dynamics requires matrix elements of the potential over the (asymptotic) diatomic rotation-vibration wave functions. The Ar-HF interaction obtained in Ref. 19 is not quite in this form. In particular, the dependence on the vibrational coordinate x has not been obtained explicitly. Rather, only the dependence on vibrational quantum number of the potential averaged over HF vibrational motion was determined. Thus, one has diagonal matrix elements of the po-TABLE II. Close-roupling cross sections, in A 2, computed from the H6( 4,3,2) potential of Ref. 19 for lines in the fundamental vibrational band, v=O-I, as a function of collision energy in cm -I; widths are given by the real part of the cross section and shifts by the imaginary part. tential over HF vibrational states. There is no direct information about vibrational coupling which would be needed to calculate vibrational excitation rates. There is also no information about the effects of centrifugal distortion on the potential matrix elements. However, neither of these is expected to be important in room temperature collisions; calculations which specifically examined these effects in D 2 -He 8 and D2-A~4 found that they changed line shape parameters by only a few percent.
Width cross sections Energy
Since vibrational coupling is ignored, scattering calculations were done separately for the three vibrational levels, v=0-2, using a rigid rotor approximation. were calculated by combining appropriate values from a v=O and a v= 1 calculation (for the fundamental band) or from a v=O and a v=2 calculation (for the overtone band). Numerical tolerances for the propagators and limits on the partial wave sum were chosen to provide pressure broadening cross sections that are believed accurate to better than 0.1 A 2 . Generally, closed channels corresponding to at least two rotational levels were included in the basis sets; convergence studies suggested that this provides cross sections accurate to about 1 % for Ar-HF. The largest calculations included HF rotational levels through j = 12.
The resulting cross sections are given as a function of collision energy in Tables I-lIP for the pure rotational, fundamental, and overtone bands. For pure rotational transitions the notation R(j) refers to the same line as P(j + 1) so only R-branch values are listed. Note that the collision energies listed are kinetic energies and that, for each collision energy, scattering calculations must be done for a series of total energies given by the sum of the collision energy and the rotational energies of the spectroscopic levels involved. Also, recall that the linewidth and shift are proportional to the real and imaginary parts of the cross sections, respectively.
Close-coupling calculations become quite expensive for higher rotational levels and the coupled states approximation has been found to provide a cheaper but reasonably accurate alternative for many systems. Some coupled states calculations were done here to test the accuracy for this system, and the results are shown in Table IV for the fundamental band; similar results were obtained for the pure rotational and overtone bands. It appears that the coupled states approximation is of useful accuracy for Ar-HF, especially for higher collision energies and higher rotational lines where it will be most necessary. Thermal averages of the close-coupling values were done at a temperature of 296 K, which is within a few degrees of the various room temperature measurements, and at 398 and 423 K to compare with higher temperature measurements. Averages over collision energies were obtained numerically, assuming that cross sections vary linearly with energy between computed values; the last segment was extended linearly to include the high-energy tail of the Boltzmann distribution. The extrapolation rarely contributed more than 5% of the width or shift cross section at room temperature, and rarely more than 10% at 423 K. This numerical procedure is believed to provide thermal averages accurate to a few percent. Resulting values are given in Table V . 
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III. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT
Linewidths are proportional to the real part of the thermally averaged cross sections, and line shifts (with the standard sign convention 3 ) to the negative of the imaginary part. To obtain the half-width at half-height or the shift in units of 10-3 cm-1/atm, cross sections in }...2 are multiplied by 57.14(ILT)-1I2 where IL is the reduced mass in atomic mass units (IL= 13.33 for Ar-HF) and T is the temperature in kelvin. Since the thermally averaged cross sections show less temperature variation than do the width and shift parameters themselves, it is useful to convert room temperature values 2 8-32 to cross sections using the slightly differing experimental temperatures. Theoretical and experimental cross sections are compared in Figs. 1-3 for the pure rotational, fundamental, and overtone bands, respectively. In general, agreement is quite satisfactory. For the pure rotational band 28 only one measurement of Iinewidths for the lowest few transitions has been reported, and results agree moderately well with theory although the latter shows a stronger dependence on rotational level for low levels. For shifts in the fundamental vibrational band 29 ,30,32 there is generally good agreement among different experimental measurements and with theory. The- tal band. The observed linewidths for R(O)-R(5) decrease about 5% on increasing the temperature, and our calculations agree with this. However, the linewidths for R(6) to R (8), which were not measured at room temperature, w~re found to be similar to that for R (5) at 398 K. The calculated linewidths do not show this behavior, and decrease with increasing rotational level. The experimental behavior, however, is atypical. Further, the value for the R (8) linewidth at 398 K appears inconsistent with a smaller value for this line reported by Wiggins et al. 31 at 423 K, a value which is consistent with theory. Wiggins et al. 31 also reported linewidths in the overtone band at 423 K for some higher rotational lines. For R (7), the only one of these lines for which theoretical values are available, theory correctly predicts the change on increasing the temperature although predicted absolute values are too small (j) and values are listed only for the latter. Also, the small shift cross sections for pure rotational lines are not reliable as they may depend sensitively on centrifugal distortion effects which were not included in these calculations. at both temperatures. However, the experimental room temperature value appears to be anomalously large when compared with values for other lines in this band (cf. Fig. 3 ). For line shifts in the fundamental band, there is again general agreement between experiment 29 and theory for R(0)-R(6) on increasing the temperature to 398 K; however, specific comparisons are again hampered by uncertainties in the room temperature experimental values. 29, 30, 32 For the overtone band,31 theory predicts only about half of the 33% decrease in the measured shift for R(7) on going from room temperature to 423 K.
Because of the paucity and inconsistency of higher temperature measurements it is difficult to make a definitive comparison with theoretical predictions, although there appears to be general accord between measured values and predictions based on the potential inferred from van der Waals spectra. Because higher temperature collisions sample further up the repulsive wall, improved and extended measurements would be a most welcome test of the potential energy surface. The observed approach of line shift values to a high-j limit was rationalized in early theoretical work 3o both qualitatively and quantitatively (to about 25%) by considering only the vibrational dependence of the long-range attractive potential. Within that framework, however, it was difficult to obtain shifts that are only 50% larger in the overtone band than in the fundamental band, as observed experimentally, rather than the factor of 2 larger suggested by simple theories. Interestingly, the more sophisticated theory of Ref. 34 did less well in predicting the magnitude of these high-j shifts. That theory was also unable to predict the asymmetry between P-and R-branch shifts at low j, and, in particular, the sign change for the R(O) line. It is significant that the present calculations give all of these correctly and require no adjustable parameters.
It is interesting to consider the origin of the pronounced j dependence which is observed in both the widths and the shifts. The widths are essentially a measure of the probability of rotationally inelastic collisions, and peak sharply because the smaller rotational spacing at low j leads to larger cross sections. This effect is particularly pronounced for Ar-HF because the attractive anisotropy makes an important contribution to the inelasticity, and long-range collisions are less effective in producing high-j inelasticity than impulsive collisions that occur on the highly anisotropic repulsive wall. The shifts are due in large part to the change in the potential on vibrational excitation. For high rotational levels the orientation dependence of this difference is essentially averaged out, leading to the limiting shift observed at room temperature of about 30 J.,? for the fundamental band and 53 J.,2 for the overtone band. Lower rotational states provide less averaging of the angle dependence, leading to the observed variation in shift parameters. Unfortunately, it is difficult in a fully quantum calculation to assign specific effects to particular regions of the potential.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that the H6( 4,3,2) potential for Ar-HF, 19 which was fitted to experimental results from the spectroscopy of van der Waals complexes, is capable of reproducing the room temperature experimental results for linewidth and line shift cross sections in the pure rotational, fundamental, and overtone bands of HF in Ar. It also gives moderately good agreement with the few available measurements of temperature dependence in these pa- rameters. This confirms that the potential is reasonably accurate on the repUlsive wall as well as around the minimum, and provides further evidence that the dependence of the potential on the HF vibrational state is reliable.
Ar-HF is only the second system for which it has been possible to calculate linewidths and shifts in vibrationrotation spectra (as opposed to pure rotational spectra) from an experimentally determined potential. The results for Ar-HF are much better than the corresponding results for Ar-H 2 ,24 where calculations on the IT3 potential ll gave only moderate agreement for vibrational Raman linewidths and underestimated line shifts by about a factor of 2. There are several reasons why the results for Ar-HF are more satisfactory. First, the potential well is much deeper and more anisotropic in Ar-HF than in Ar-H 2 , so that it plays a more important part in the scattering. The potential well is the part of the potential that is most reliably determined by the spectroscopy of van der Waals complexes. It remains true that the scattering is more sensitive to the repulsive wall than is the van der Waals spectroscopy, but the weighting of the wall is not so strong in Ar-HF. Second, the van der Waals spectra for Ar-HF involve many more bending and stretching states of the complex than those for Ar-H 2 , and there are extensive data for the v=O, 1, and 2 states ofHF, as well as the v=O J. Chern. Phys., Vol. 100, No.2, 15 January 1994 and 1 states of DF. The vibrational dependence of the potential is thus well determined, and can be extrapolated fairly reliably onto the repulsive wall. This is in contrast with the situation for Ar-H2 where the data fitted to produce the TT 3 potential were mostly for H2 and D2 in their V= 1 states, with only differential cross sections and limited hyperfine spectra probing the potential for v=o.
In view of the scatter between the different HF-Ar experimental measurements in Figs. 1-3, it seems reasonable to claim that the present calculations give linewidths and shifts that are more reliable than the existing experimental results for Ar-HF. It would be highly desirable to obtain more precise experimental measurements, using modem laser-based techniques, to allow a more stringent test of the potential surface.
